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The Parliament of Western Australia (POWA) welcomes you to our online bulletin for
young adults. EMPOWA brings you all the facts on how you can have your say in WA!

The Power of
Democracy
- The Power of One
In 1971, John Lennon released the anti-Vietnam war
protest song Power to the People as a rallying call for
everyday citizens to join the crusade for peace. History
books are filled with examples of large groups of people
protesting governments and the outcomes of such
actions, but often little is recorded on the power of one.
So, can one person actually make a difference?
Meet the Speaker of the Legislative
Assembly, Hon Michelle Roberts MLA.
First elected into the Parliament of
Western Australia during a by-election in
1994, Michelle has been re-elected six
times, but in one of these, she almost lost
her seat. If you have ever been tempted to
think, ‘what difference does my vote really
make?’, then take a look at these statistics:

Meet Parliamentary Research Program
participants Angelyn Seen, Amber Baker and
Blaine Campbell. Responding to a petition by three
members of her electorate, Parliamentarian Lisa
Baker MLA, Member for Maylands engaged the
three university students to provide justification to
amend the 1976 Dog Act.
The Dog Amendment (Stop Puppy Farming) Bill
was passed into law late last year, with the express
aim of upholding the health
and wellbeing of dogs,
increasing consumer
Dog Amendment (Stop Puppy Farming)
confidence and reducing the
Bill 2021
number of homeless and
abused dogs. It took over five
years for the petition to
become law, but think about
this: three petitioners, with
the help of three researchers
changed the lives of Western
Australia’s canine friends.
Western Australia
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It’s easy to see how just a handful of people could have
changed the face of your Parliament.

An Act —
• to amend the Dog Act 1976 to provide for matters relating to the
sterilisation and breeding of dogs and the supply of dogs to and
by relevant pet shop businesses; and
• to amend the Dog Act 1976 and the Cat Act 2011 to provide for a
centralised registration system; and
• to make other amendments to the Dog Act 1976 and the Cat
Act 2011.

The Parliament of Western Australia enacts as follows:
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Meet Bridgetown resident,
Glenn Hywood.
Glenn recently spent some
time outside Parliament House
drawing attention to a subject
close to his heart – rubbish.
In particular, plastics in our
beautiful southern oceans. Glenn’s display, showing
four piles of rubbish collected from four once pristine
beaches, quietly alerted anyone and everyone walking
past to an ever growing problem. Glenn’s passion and
belief in the power of one voice raised awareness for his
cause and for those who think one person sitting outside
Parliament can’t achieve anything, we have one word for
you… Greta.

Meet Michael Troy, a former Speaker who
used his tie-breaker vote to defeat a bill that would
have prevented Western Australians from shouting
each other drinks. What’s that you say? Illegal to
shout someone a drink? Surely that is the most
un-Australian thing ever? Apparently not so in 1915,
when a bill to ban drink shouting
was presented to the Legislative

Meet Edith Cowan, the first
woman elected to an Australian
Parliament and the member for West Perth.
In 1923, Edith successfully championed
the passage of a bill to remove the
disqualifications preventing women from
entering legal and other professions. When
accused of wanting to take jobs away from
men, Edith replied that it was a case of letting “justice
be done though the heavens fall”, an old maxim
signifying the belief that justice must be realised
regardless of the consequences. Another member
asked if she wished to bring women down to the level
of men, to which she stated, “No, I want to raise
men to the level of women”. Edith, arguing that
the change would bring Western Australia in line with
other states and countries, cited many examples from
around the world, eventually convincing enough
members to vote in its favour. Just like that, one
woman changed the future for all Western Australian
women.

Meet Sir Frederick Samson, former
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of the Fremantle Arts Centre. Destined for
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young soldiers, the bill itself
National
built former lunatic asylum and destitute
- Chairman of the
tain, 1963
didn’t define what constituted
Trust of Great Bri
women’s home seemed to have little going
liquor, leaving one member to
for it. Enter ‘man of the people’ Fred
ask whether shouting a cup of tea
Samson, who campaigned to save the 1860s Gothic
would equally be an offence. After
building and turn it into a museum. The passion and
many arguments were presented for and against, with
perseverance of one person, became one of Western
the result being 19 ayes and 19 noes, the Speaker,
Australia’s first heritage struggles and later an awardusing his casting vote, said: “I gather from the state
winning example of reviving old trades to restore
of the division that the House has not made up its
mind. In accordance with statutory precedence,
historic buildings.
I give my vote to the noes so that the bill may have
Restoration was finally
further consideration”.
completed in 1970, with
The bill was therefore defeated and shouting a round
the arts centre as we
continues to this day.
know it opening in 1973.
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Meet John Cameron, the Perth
barrister whose research sparked
a citizenship crisis resulting in the
loss of a number of federal
Parliamentarians. Section 44 of the
Australian Constitution forbids
federal politicians from holding dual citizenship. John’s
detective work saw Western Australia’s own Scott Ludlam,
then a Greens senator, revealed as being a New Zealand
citizen, making him ineligible to sit in the federal Parliament.

Parliamentary Research
Program
As we have seen, one person with one idea can
change the course of history. Are you that person?
The Parliamentary Research Program is a
cooperative arrangement between the Parliament
of Western Australia and state universities, through
which students assume the role of research
assistants under the guidance of a Member of

While Ludlam resigned, the constitutional mayhem

Parliament. Students conduct research on complex

continued, with even the Deputy Prime Minister, Barnaby

and demanding real-world issues and their reports
are used by members to help direct legislation.

Joyce, outed as a

kiwi . Fast forward four years and

the matter of section 44 is still being debated, making
John Cameron a name no one in Canberra will likely forget.

Meet Robert Cook, the Country Party
member for Indi, Victoria, who in 1928 forgot

The Parliamentary Research Program runs during
semester two of each year, with third year or higher
students from any discipline. For more information,
visit our website.

to lodge his re-nomination papers on time,
resulting in the Labor candidate winning the seat
unopposed. Not very significant in itself you might
think, but the following year saw the government
of Stanley Bruce fall less than a year after it was
elected. The catalyst? Losing a bill by a single vote. Could
that vote have been Cook’s? While we can

Parliamentary Research Program 2021 - students and
university supervisors (pictured) from Curtin University

never say for certain, Cook had previously been a member
of the Nationalist-Country Party coalition, so it is likely the
Prime Minister would have had his support. Had Cook
re-nominated and won, the 1929 election, in which Labor
won office just in time for the Great Depression, might not
have happened and Australian political history might have
been very different. That 1929 election saw Labor win
power with what was then its largest-ever majority and a
swing of 4.2%. Almost a century later, a different Labor

So, what do you think? Can you, as an individual,
make a difference? If so, what difference would you
like to make and how will you go about it? Because
at the end of the day, laws are made by people, but
more particularly, they’re made by people who show
up.

party in the state of Western Australia decimated that
record with a swing of 17.7%. It just goes to show that
political history is made every day.
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